
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

_________________________ back to?1. (what/he/past/go/?)What did he have to go

But the brigands always _______________________.2.
(past/passive/consider)

had to be considered

The clan warden ________________________________ ahead of time.3.
(passive/not/identify)

doesn't have to be identified

A mile is a good way when you _______________ your turn at carrying
Martha.
4.

(take)
have to take

She ___________________ of herself as weak, and neither was her
lover's image dimmed to her by any surrender of his own principle or his own
ideal.

5.

(past/not/think)

had not to think

Here was so much wind in the forenoon that I ________________
in-doors.
6.

(past/remain)
had to remain

It would be so easy, if she _________________ him again.7. (past/not/see)had not to see

At times she __________________ when a rocket went off, to see if it was
one of the little boys.
8.

(past/come out)
had to come out

She ________________________ her guest up here.9. (would/receive)would have to receive

The time came at last when we _______________________ some place
or starve.
10.

(should/reach)
should have to reach

But he ______________ the binoculars.11. (past/have)had to have

I _______________________ long to find out what was in store.12.
(past/not/wait)

did not have to wait

He ______________ quiet about it, though.13. (past/keep)had to keep

Now, that is all I ______________.14. (say)have to say

I ______________ her away from him.15. (past/keep)had to keep
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Then the cargoes of tea would pay enormous duties which Astor
______________________ to the United States for a year and a half.
16.

(past/not/pay)
did not have to pay

The absolute simplicity of life that he had always maintained now stood
him in good stead; and, notwithstanding the smallness of his income, he
_______________________ any change in his ordinary routine.

17.

(past/not/make)
did not have to make

I'd refuse-I ____________________.18. (would/refuse)'d have to refuse

You ______________________ from nine minutes to three-quarters of an
hour every time you come to Redhill.
19.

(not/wait)
do not have to wait

But he ____________ back anyway.20. (past/go)had to go
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